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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For me, clay is a living thing. It is
closely related to the earth and nature. Like
a plant , clay grows under the guidance of the
human hand .
I wanted my thesis to express these thoughts
I have about clay. I wanted to create, with clay,
part of the earth; part of nature.
To do this I decided to select landscapes as
my theme. I thought that by creating impressions
of the natural world around us, my thesis project
would relate to everyone. Everyone, therefore,
could identify with my pots. Hopefully, my personal
feelings about clay would be transmitted through
this identification.
I used the technique of handbuilding clay for
my landscape pots. Slabs of clay could easily be
bent, twisted, and impressed with textures to create
my earthy landscapes. This seemed to be the best
way to express my clay-feelings.
The longer I worked on my project, the more I
liked clay in its natural state. I used very little
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glaze in order that the clay could speak for itself,
To get different colors and values, I used differ
ent clays together or added colorants to the clay
body.
My forms took on the landscape shape, but many
enclosed some space. Some were covered containers
that could be used functionally; others could hang
on a wall or hold dried weeds.
CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT
OF
THESIS PROJECT

This Chapter is divided into four parts.
The first part will describe the development of
my landscape forms. The last three parts will
describe the three basic ways I worked with chang
ing clay color.
A. Form
In the 1970 Finger Lakes Art Show,
John Smolenski had several tree landscape pots.
These pots consisted of outlined trees standing on
hills. They were made with clay slabs. When I
started school in September, 1971 I remembered
John's pots and decided to do a landscape pot of
my own. (Plate #1 )
Since I am interested in covered containers,
I wanted my pot to have a lid. First I draped a
slab of clay over a bottle shape to create a bill.
After the slab set-up, I placed a second slab
underneath it to enclose the bottle shape. On the
top of the hill slab, I placed a slab of clay look
ing like a line of trees. To make the lid, I out
lined a shadow of the trees with slip. I then cut
through with my knife around the shadow of the
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trees, creating a lid that lifts up by using the
trees as a handle. I used this method of draping
slabs of clay over objects to create most cf the tops
of my landscapes. This method gave me the feeling
of unbroken hills and valleys that I thought
important for my landscape theme.
My next step was to develop the enclosed space
of my containers. Plate #2 shows how I raised the
slab of two hills with a three inch strip of clay.
This raising gave my containers more depth. Event
ually I raised my landscape to sit upon a base.
This base usually was made of slabs in a rectangular
shape. (Plate #3)
As I increased the amount of enclosed space in
my containers, I became more interested in keeping
the lid invisible. I wanted the lid to remain part
of the landscape.
I found that the best way to make my lids was
to first make my pot without any opening. For example,
in Plate #4, the lid is the striped farmer's field.
I first made the slab rectangular base. Then I added
my draped slab of the hill to the top of the base. I
joined these two pieces together with slip. I patted
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them together to create a smooth whole shape. To
make my lid I then cut through around the shape I
wanted for the lid. After the clay set-up, I
took the lid off and cleaned away any ridges of clay
that were underneath it. By making my lids this way
they remained an integral part of the whole land
scape.
From my rectangular based landscapes, I worked
into a more abstract expression of landscape forms.
Instead of working with vistas, I became more inter
ested in close-up views. I could then work more
texture and detail into my pots. (Plate #5).
I enjoyed creating earth-like characteristics
in my clay. I pressed textures of rock and wood
into it. I squeezed pieces of clay to create earth
shapes such as rocks, trees and mountains. (Plate #6)
This gave me the feeling I wanted to express about
clay.
After I had worked with slabs of clay for quite
a while, I decided I needed a change. I wanted to
create some large pieces that would be light in
weight. I decided to use a flattened coil method
that I had learned in my undergraduate experience.
I wanted to change my forms from angular,
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textured shapes, to more simple rounded forms. I
felt that this strip method would help me create the
voluptuous forms that I wanted. (Plate #7). This
was the last type of form that I developed in my
thesis project.
Many of the containers I made did not have lids.
Without a lid the interior of a pot must be as
interesting as the exterior. This made me more
aware of the negative space which my pots enclosed.
I wanted my openings to be an integral part of
my lidless container. I made these containers by the
same method as my lidded containers. First, I would
enclose the entire pot. Next, I would cut out an
opening where I wanted it. (Plate #12).
I enjoyed working with the negative space that
my containers made. I decided to make some pots that
used as much negative space as positive space.
In one pot, (Plate #13) > I wanted to create a
feeling of caves near an ocean. I used a large slab
that had been draped over three mounds. I placed
this slab over another, separating the two by a
textured strip of clay.
I wanted to create a feeling in the observer of
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being pulled into the caves. I placed the caves
all on one side so that they all could be seen at
the same time. I lifted the far side of the top
slab. This gave a sweeping feeling to the whole pot.
This sweeping of the green top pulls the viewer in
to the darkness of the caves.
After this pot I wanted to make a container
that had a lid, yet enclosed negative space.
(Plate #19). I liked the idea of drawing the viewer
to the inside of the pot from outside.
I decided to make a pot that symbolized a river.
I made it in two parts. One side has a lid; the
other encloses negative space. The most important
part was the feeling I wanted to create. I wanted
the river to seem to be everywhere; inside, outside,
and around the entire pot.
To get inside the pot , I cut out shapes in
the walls of the pot. These shapes created a flow
ing feeling like the river. I also divided the pot
into two separate parts for two reasons. The first
reason was that it created an interesting waterfall
shape on the sides, (which could be made larger or
smaller). The second reason was that it created
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a division (or river) between the two pots on the
bottom.
This division between the two pieces created
more negative space. This negative space could
be varied by the viewer just by enlarging or
narrowing the space between the two pieces.
I had some difficulty with the cracking of
my pots. The seams between two slabs would crack
open. The large slabs forming the bottoms of my
pots would crack across the middle. (Plate #2).
Professor Cowles suggested that I add some
chopped glass fibers to Bob Schmitz's Stone-ware
body . This did, indeed, help stop the cracking
in the seams between two slabs. It did not stop
the cracking of the bottom of large pots. (Plate #9)
Since the shapes of the large pots were similar,
Professor Cowles suggested that maybe the shape was
responsible for the cracking. The stress of the
sides on the bottom during firing could create the
long split across the middle of the bottom.
*A11 clay recipes for clay bodies, glazes,
engobes and slips referred to in this Chapter are
listed in Chapter III.
Plate 8
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B. Colorants Rubbed into the Surface of Clay
When I made my first landscape, (Plate #1 ) , I
had rubbed iron oxide over the bare surface of the
clay before firing. This made the clay color a bit
more brown. I soon discovered that this method was
not easy to control.
Plate #8, shows a container on which I had
rubbed iron oxide into the surface of the cover.
This did not produce as dark a surface as I had
wanted. The next time I used this method, I used
iron chromate. (Plate #9) I rolled my clay slab
into the iron chromate before I draped the slab to
create the three mounds. This produced the effect
I wanted. It fired to a dark black-metallic surface
which created the volcanic effect necessary for that
particular landscape.
I had tried rubbing other colorants into the
clay surface, but none changed the clay color as
well as iron chromate. Because of the limitations
of color in this method, I did not use it very long.
C. Colorants Wedged into Clay Body
In my thesis proposal, I stated that I wanted
to use different shades of clay from one clay body
for my landscape forms. I began making tests of my
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clay bodies. I added small amounts of colorants that
I thought would create the earthy colors I wanted.
I tested the following colorants in Bob Schmitz's
White Stoneware body:
1. Iron Chromate
2. Vanadium Stain
3. Manganese Carbonate
4. Red Iron Oxide
5. Copper Carbonate
o. Chromium Oxide
My tests showed that except for red iron
oxide, the other colorants had to be used in large
percentages to affect the clay color. For example,
to get a dark gray, I needed ten percent of iron
chromate. For a dark ochre, I needed at least
fifteen percent of vanadium stain. These high per
centages changed the plasticity of the clay body. It
seemed to me that I might get the colors I wanted in
the clay, but it would be impossible to hand-build
with it.
The next step, I decided, was to use my four
different clay bodies that I had for basic color
change. For greater differences in color, I wedged
in large amounts of the desired colorant into small
pieces of clay. These small pieces of clay I mashed
into the clay in; the places I wanted them. This
changed the clay color in just the places I wanted it.
Plate 11
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I used this method on some wall plaques.
Plate #10 is a close-up of one wall plaque (Plate #11)
that used wedged clay colorants. I used manganese
carbonate in a piece of S. A. C. Stoneware to make
the darker small mountains that are in the middle of
the plaque.
In Plate #12, I used vanadium stain. I wedged
the stain into Bob Schmitz's White Stoneware. I
mixed the vanadium stain with some of the slip of
this clay. This slip mixture I used to hold the slabs
together. This made all the joints a deep ochre
color.
For the planter in Plate #13 I used iron oxide
wedged into S. A. C. Stoneware for the rock-like
border. This was the last pot that I made in this
particular method.
I then started to use procelain with my other
clay bodies. (Plate #14). This gave me a greater
contrast that I wanted for the planter in Plate #15.
I feel this planter is one of my most success
ful thesis pots. By blending the four clay bodies,
I achieved the shades of clay from dark to light which
I had mentioned in my thesis proposal.
I used Bob Schmitz's White Stoneware for the
Is' y"
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base. As I layed strip after strip to the river,
I began wedging S. A. C. Stoneware in with the White
Stoneware. This made a gradual darkening of clay
color. The mountains were made up entirely of
S. A. C. Stoneware. The clouds were made up of a
mixture of Bob Schmitz's White Stoneware and my
porcelain. The top rim is almost all porcelain.
The brown engobe I have on the mountains is a
good example of how I used slip to accent my pots.
(Plate #16). The river is painted in with SMA
l/5 glaze.
D. Colorants Painted onto the Surface of Clay
I enjoyed working with different slips painted
on my clay surfaces. I discovered that by adding a
colorant to the slip made of the clay body I was
using, I could create subtle differences in clay
color. (Plate #17).
I added these colorants as I worked and did not
measure the amount I added to my slips. The color
ants I used to paint on my pots are:
1. Manganese Carbonate
2. Chromium Oxide
3. Barnard Clay (Not usually a colorant
but it did make a nice
brown color. )
4. Cobalt Oxide
In Plate #17, a weed pot has several colored
1 i
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slips painted on its surface. The slip on the mount
ains has manganese carbonate in it. The sides have
a slip of chromium oxide painted on it. For the
vase in Plate #18, I used a slip of manganese
carbonate for the dark brown color.
With slips I could get subtle color change
while still keeping the bare clay surface textures.
My next pots were a bit more specific as to where
the colored slips were to go. In Plate #19, I
used Julia's Black engobe in some of the areas
that were to resemble a river flow. I also used
some glaze on this pot, (Pat's Turquoise and
Eggshell Matt). For the river on the planter in
Plate #20, I used my Blue engobe.
These two pots (Plates #19 and #20), differ
from the others because I used more control over
the placement of my colored slips. In these two
cases, I felt that the slip usage gave some detail
to the pots which otherwise they would not have had.
WasM
Plate 20
CHAPTER III
CLAY, GLAZES AND ENGOBES
A. Clay Bodies
Four different clay bodies were used to
achieve basic color variations . Colorants were
added to each of these clay bodies to alter the
color of the clay even more. These additions were
discussed in the previous chapter.
1. Bob Schmitz's White Stoneware
A. P. Green Fire Clay 25 pounds
Tennessee Ball Clay #5 15 pounds
Kaolin 15 pounds
Cedar Heights Goldart Clay 50 pounds
Feldspar 8 pounds
Flint 3 pounds
Grog 3-10$
This clay fires to Cone 10. I used it
mostly in reduction. It usually turns light,
buff gray at Cone 10 reduction. With less
reduction it is light gray.
2. S. A. C. Stoneware
Kentucky
"Special"
Ball Clay 100 pounds
"XX"
Sagger Clay 100 pounds
North American Fire Clay 25 pounds
Cedar Heights Redart Clay -$0 pounds
Bentonite 2.5 pounds
This clay could be fired from Cone 5 to
Cone 10. I used it mostly at Cone 10 reduction.
I didn't add any iron to the body. At Cone 10
reduction, the clay color was a toasty brown.
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3- Porcelain
Mississippi M+D Ball Clay
Edgar Plastic Kaolin
Cornwall Stone
Flint
Dolomite
This clay fires to Cone 11.
4. Bob Schmitz's Stoneware
A. P. Green Missouri
Ball Clay
Cedar Heights Goldart Clay
A. P. Green "Valentine"
PBX
North American Fire Clay
Kentucky
"Special"
Ball
Clay
Grog
Feldspar
18 pounds
40 pounds
21 pounds
15 pounds
5 pounds
20 pounds
50 pounds
2 pounds
2 pounds
15 pounds
5 pounds
8 pounds
This clay fires to Cone 10. I used it mostly
in reduction.
B. Glazes
I concentrated on glazes that would accent
or add depth to the landscape design of the pot.
The following are the glaze formulas I used,
grouped by color.
1. Blue
a. SMD l/5
Nepheline Syenite
Barium Carbonate
Lithium Carbonate
Ball Clay
Flint
Borax
Vanadium Oxide
Tin Oxide
Copper Carbonate
70 grams
40 grams
5 grams
8 grams
7 grams
5 grams
8 grams
5 grams
2 grams
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Cone 5 to Cone 9 oxidation or
reduction
In reduction this glaze turns pink
if not applied thickly. This glaze has
a matt surface.
b. Pat 's Turquoise
Nepheline Syenite
Barium Carbonate
Kaolin
Flint
Lithium Carbonate
Copper Carbonate
Tin Oxide
130 grams
70 grams
10 grams
22 grams
4 grams
8 grams
Cone 9 to Cone 10 oxidation or
reduct i on
In reduction this glaze will turn
pink if not applied thickly. This glaze
has a matt surface.
c. Sara's Blue
Bainbridge Feldspar
Gerstley Borate
Calcium Carbonate
Flint
Chromium Oxide
Cobalt Carbonate
20 grams
7 grams
7 grams
10 grams
.37 grams
. 18 grams
Cone 10 reduction
This glaze is a sky blue color and
has a shiny surface.
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d. Tusca Turquoise
Nepheline Syenite
Barium Carbonate
Kaolin
Flint
Bent onite
Copper Carbonate
4S grams
46 grams
1 gram
5 grams
2 grams
Cone 9 reduction
This glaze has a dry matt surface.
It has shades of turquoise to dark blue.
Green
a. Alec's Fall Green
Buckingham Feldspar
Whiting
Kaolin
Flint
Iron Oxide
Bone Ash
270 grams
200 grams
200 grams
330 grams
40 grams
30 grams
Cone 10 reduction
This is a dark green Celadon,
b. Ed's Light Turquoise Green
Frit G-23
Frit G-24
Flint
Kaolin
Zinc Oxide
Zircopax
Red Copper Oxide
Yellow Stain #4659
32.4 grams
32.4 grams
20 grams
9 grams
22 grams
15 grams
2 grams
4 grams
Cone 4 oxidation
This is a light green glaze which I
used to add accents. I would fire to
Cone 4 after I fired the piece to Cone 9
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reduction. In some cases this re-
firing would change the Cone 9 glaze
surface. (A matt glaze would often be
come shinier. )
c. "Seacrest " Green Celadon
Clinchfield 54 grams
Whiting 13 grams
Barium Carbonate 2.5 grams
Zinc Oxide 2.5 grams
Kaolin 6 grams
Flint 22.5 grams
Iron Oxide 3$
Cone 9 reduction
This glaze is a light green celadon.
d. Sara's Green
Bainbridge Feldspar 20 grams
Gerstley Borate 7 grams
Whiting 3-5 grams
Flint 10 grams
Chromium Oxide .4 grams
Copper Oxide .2 grams
Cone 9 reduction
This glaze I used for my tree color.
It is a shiny glaze; Kelly green color.
e. Ed's DLITH Bronze Green
White Lead 20 grams
Lithium Carbonate 7.4 grams
Whiting 15 grams
Kaolin 18.7 grams
Flint 20 grams
Copper Carbonate 3 grams
Manganese Carbonate 1 gram
Cone 4 oxidation
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This glaze is a matt , forest green
color.
3. White, Gray or Neutral
These glazes I usually sprayed on my pots
to give some highlights to the bare clay. They
also were used for accent.
a. Coon's G-23
Frit G-23 27.2 grams
Dolomite 18.2 grams
Nepheline Syenite 18.2 grams
Kaolin lS.2 grams
Flint 18.2 grams
Tin Oxide 7. 3 grams
Cone 5 to Cone 9 oxidation or
reduct ion
This is a shiny white glaze. It
picks up the iron in the clay body.
b. Sara's Glaze
Strontium Carbonate 10 grams
Bainbridge Feldspar 20 grams
Cone 9 reduction
This is a gray, matt glaze.
c. Coon's PM5 Eggshell Matt
Bainbridge Feldspar 1512 grams
Dolomite 504 grams
Whiting 84 grams
Kaolin 700 grams
Cone 9 reduction
This is a white, matt glaze. I used
this glaze over my engobes. It has a nice
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smooth surface and did not affect the
engobe color.
d. Woo's G-l Celadon
Feldspar #56 44 grams
Whiting 18 grams
Kaolin 10 grams
Flint 28 grams
Barnard Clay 12 grams
Iron Oxide \%
Cone 9 to Cone 10 reduction
This is a gray, shiny glaze.
e. Carolyn's Clear
Cornwall Stone 400 grams
Spodumene 400 grams
Dolomite 400 grams
Kaolin 400 grams
Flint 500 grams
Cone 9 reduction
I used this glaze only as light
spray to highlight the bare clay.
C. Slips and Engobes
According to Daniel Rhodes, an engobe is a
layer of slip applied to change the color of the
2
clay body. This is how I
i. e. to change clay color.
used most of my slips,
Daniel Rhodes, Clay and Glazes for the Potter,
(New York: Chilton and Company Publishers, c. 1966. ) ,
n. 160.
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1. David Martin Black Slip
Albany Clay
Nepheline Syenite
Barium Carbonate
Talc
Chromium Oxide
Manganese Dioxide
Copper Carbonate
Iron Oxiie
650 grams
100 grams
100 grams
150 grams
10 grams
20 grams
20 grams
10 grams
Cone 9
Whenever I needed black, I used this
slip with Eggshell Matt Glaze over it.
2. DO-7 Engobe
Redart Clay
Whiting
Rutile
Cobalt Oxide
80 grams
20 grams
20 grams
2 grams
3-
Cone 9
This is a mottled brown, matt surface,
Cushing Dry Orange Engobe
Rutile
North American Fire Clay
Jordan Clay
Nepheline Syenite
Calcined Kaolin
Grog and Ash
30 grams
25 grams
20 grams
10 grams
15 grams
\0%
Cone 9
This is an extremely dry, light orange
color
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4. Julia's Black Engobe
Albany Clay
Calcined Kaolin
Barnard Clay
Barium Carbonate
Cobalt Carbonate
I llmenite
65 grams
5 grams
13 grams
10 grams
5 grams
1 gram
Cone 9
This is a brown-black, matt surface.
5 Blue Engobe
Cobalt Carbonate
Kaolin
Zircopax
Borax
3 grams
40 grams
1 1 grams
1 1 grams
Cone 9
This is a light blue, dry surface.
6. Blue Slin
Albany Clay
Nepheline Syenite
Barium Carbonate
Talc
Copper Oxide
Cobalt Oxide
Bentonite
65 grams
10 grams
10 grams
1 5 grams
\%
3%
Cone 9
I made up my own engobes by mixing color
ants into the slip of the clay I was using. If
I needed a dark slip, I would add manganese
dioxide or iron chromate. Often I would add
cobalt or copper carbonate to a white slip for
color. This I described in the previous chapter
There are no specific formulas for them.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
,
I think the major importance of my thesis is
that I succeeded in what I set out to do. I wanted
to do a thesis project that would be an expression
of myself and my feeling about clay. I wanted to
create pots that felt like they were part of the
natural world around me.
My last pots opened up new directions for me
to go. I have become very interested in
on my clay surfaces with slips or glazes. I would
like to use my clay forms as canvas on which to paint
Maybe this is a step more towards being a painter
than a potter, but I don't think so. I feel that the
painted surface can be just asmuch a success on clay
as on canvas .
My first steps in painting the clay surface
was to add color to particular areas for accent.
(Plate #5). Later larger areas were covered with
glaze but always with the purpose in mind of accent
ing areas in the landscape. The glaze was always
added to the bisque ware.
When I was working with my engobes , I noticed
that I got a fresher feeling with my brush strokes
-42-
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Plate 21
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if I added the engobe or glaze when my clay was still
wet (before bisque ). I was also adding pieces of
porcelain with a brush. (Plates #6 and #4). By
brushing on the porcelain, it blended into the other
clay body. It was part of the pot, instead of an
added piece.
I was also experimenting with my brush strokes.
I noticed that swirls, digs, textures could be
made into the clay surface just with my brush. It
was like three-dimensional painting.
I then decided to try creating my landscapes
entirely with my brush strokes and engobes. (Plate #21),
This was the last exploration I made with my land
scapes. I feel the brush strokes give a painterly
feeling, yet add dimension to the clay surface.
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